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Whether you realize it or not, eating involves all your senses: sight, sound, 
smell, touch, and taste. When you eat a big, comforting bowl of mac and 
cheese, you like the way it tastes, sure. But you also like the way it looks, the  
way it sounds, the way it smells, the way it feels as you chew. 

When it comes to building flavor, then, it’s important to remember that taste  
is only one of your tools. See, our tongues can detect 5 main tastes: salty,  
sweet, sour, bitter, and umami. If you sense something else, like “earthiness”  
or “smokiness,” you’re using more than just taste to determine and understand 
that flavor—in these instances, your sense of smell is also in play. Think of that 
bowl of mac and cheese again. It’s sweet, sour, salty, maybe a little umami. That 
creamy, softness you love, and may equate with its “taste” is really your sense  
of touch. The “cheesy” quality is partly your sense of smell.  

You’ll hear us use terms like “taste,” “aroma,” “flavor,” and “texture” throughout 
this learning. 
 
Taste refers to the basic sensations that happen in our mouths on our tongue 
(think sweet, salty, and bitter) 

Aroma refers to what happens inside our noses—it’s the odors we smell (like 
smoky, menthol-y, citrusy)

Flavor refers to taste plus aroma mixing together into one experience

Texture refers to the physical sensations (crunchy, creamy, or slippery) that  
we feel in our mouths when we eat a bite of food (sometimes called, simply, 
“mouthfeel”).

You’ll hear us also use a wide variety of descriptors like “earthy,” “spicy,” “acidic,” 
and “bright.” These are supporting terms to help us explain and achieve depth  
of flavor. 
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All of this may sound academic right now, but the techniques of balancing taste, 
flavor, aroma, and texture in a meal are just as important for home cooks as they 
are for professional chefs. It’s a lot like a palette for painting—once you know 
what each primary color can do, there are infinite creations possible. You learned 
it in school long ago—red and blue make purple. Yellow and blue make green. Each 
color is bold on its own no doubt, but when used in combination with another 
color, well, it creates something new and exciting altogether. Building great flavor 
is no different, really. 

The more taste, aroma, flavor, and texture in a bite, the more memorable and 
special it will be. The more it will trigger emotion. The more emotion, the more 
inclined we are to repeat and share that meal. A quick and simple bowl of hot 
cereal can be special. Let’s start with our sense of taste and how we can use  
salty, sweet, sour, bitter, and umami to create beautiful dishes. 

Here’s how these flavors break down in the simplest terms: 

Salty: as in natural sea salt, obviously, but also sea veggies or the water-y  
saltiness of celery
—
Sweet: such as in sugar, but also fruits, grains, rice, cashews, and certain  
spices like allspice and cinnamon
—
Sour: like lemons, of course, but also fermented veggies and sour fruits that 
make us pucker
—
Bitter: as in coffee, but also dark-leafy greens (especially raw), veggies like  
radicchio, spices like turmeric 
—
Umami (which means “pleasant savory flavor” in Japanese): Less obvious to most 
of us, this is the earthy, meaty taste in mushrooms, beans, and lentils, fermented 
and aged foods like miso and soy sauce, and grilled/seared/roasted foods that 
have some caramelization to them—it’s a mouth-filling, deep yumminess 
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Now, there are also a few additional tastes that you can add to your good food 
palette that come from Ayurvedic tradition. Ayurveda originated in India and is 
one of the world’s oldest whole-body healing systems—its approach to cooking 
also includes:

Pungent: Imagine a sharp, almost-stinging taste like in chili peppers but also  
in garlic and onion—the kind of taste that may make you recoil at first, but go 
back for more
—
Astringent: Think of a dry, chalky flavor without much heat like those that 
come from raw fruits like under-ripe apples or a green banana, herbs like  
parsley, sprouts, chickpeas, or potatoes.

We’re going to remain focused on the five main tastes to start, since Ayurvedic 
cooking is a deeper dive layered with rich, healing tradition, but by all means, 
round out a dish even further by adding pungent and astringent tastes to your 
cooking. Play!

Ok. When building a rich, flavorful dish, sometimes all five main tastes are 
employed, other times only one or two. But to make a well-composed dish, 
flavors need to counter or harmonize with each other. It’s always about balance. 

A great meal is a pyramid of flavors: low notes (earthy, deep umami flavor), 
middle notes (subtle, more fleeting flavors like those of raw veggies), and high 
notes (the brightness of fresh lemon or herbs), with a finish of roundness  
(kinda like the rug that pulls the entire living room together—a topping of 
cream or a simple pinch of finishing salt). Thai food is a great example of flavor 
building in full effect: Think about a scrumptious curry where your taste buds 
get hit with sweet from coconut milk; salty and umami from soy sauce; spicy, 
bitter, earthy notes from herbs and chilies; and sour from a squeeze of lime. But 
great balance doesn’t need to be complicated. Think of the simple pairing of a 
slice of sweet, tangy apple topped with salty-umami peanut butter. It’s perfect.
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When creating a dish, start by choosing a few primary, dominant ingredients 
whose flavors will be the star of the dish, and then add secondary ingredients with 
flavors that support and enhance those primaries to create a sense of balance. 
How do you know you’re doing it right? Practice. 

And practice means tasting as you cook. See, cooking is a contact sport—it has  
to come into contact with your tastebuds for you to learn what a dish needs. Keep 
your cooking journal close by. 

For example, if making Veggie Burgers, our primary ingredients could be carrots 
(earthy and sweet), mushrooms (umami), and lentils (umami). These ingredients 
already have some balance, with sweet and umami flavors playing off each other, 
but we can add even more nuance and subtlety with secondary flavors like sour, 
pungent onion and garlic, and accent flavors like bitter herbs and black pepper, 
salt, and umami smoked paprika. 

You also want to think about texture as you flavor your dish. When making a veggie 
burger, you don’t want uniform mush. What makes a great burger is the variety of 
flavors coming together in a soft bite, highlighted with cooling, crisp crunch from 
toppings, no? It’s also why fries and chips usually accompany a burger, they add 
crunch to a meal. 

Think about it: hearty, meaty texture in a veggie burger will come from lentils; 
roasted carrots that are soft and sticky; and mushrooms which add a chewy, 
toothy, sink-your-teeth-into-it bulk. These burgers would be delicious plain, but  
to really round out flavors and texture, what if you served it with a creamy lemon- 
based (acid and bright) dipping sauce or with a tomato-based sauce (sweet, acid). 
Add fresh greens or red onion for crunch, and if spicy, cooling slices of avocado to 
balance heat.

And remember, the most important tip of all: Taste as you cook! Always start with 
the lesser amount of an ingredient or seasoning and taste. Add a little more if it 
needs it, then taste again. Train your taste buds so that, eventually, you won’t need 
to measure anymore. Your palate will guide you.
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The more you practice, the more creative, layered, intuitive, and effortless  
your good food cooking will become. Keep a cooking journal to document your 
experiments and discoveries. And know that if one of the flavor notes you’re 
building in your dish ends up being too strong, try adding a contrasting flavor  
to even things out. 

Here are some guidelines:

Salty: Add saltiness to enhance sweet flavors and to balance bitterness in a dish. 
Think of a salted dark chocolate bar, or the balance of bitter cabbage with salty 
brine in sauerkraut.

Want to add salty flavor? 
Try sea salt (of course) or soy sauce, seaweed, miso, pickled veggies, celery, 
celeriac, or artichokes. 

—
Sweet: Add sweetness to enhance salty flavors and balance sour, bitter, spicy, 
and umami notes in a dish. Think about the perfect salty-barely-sweet Asian 
noodle bowl, or adding sweetener to tomato sauce, or sweet corn to chili.  

Want to add sweet flavor? 
Natural sweeteners like coconut sugar, maple syrup, or honey work well, but so 
do jam, molasses, balsamic vinegar (especially as a reduction which makes it 
sweeter), apple cider vinegar (also good if you need to add sour to your dish, 
too), carrots, sweet potatoes, corn, beets, winter squash, snap peas, fennel, 
peas, and sweet fruit.

—
Sour: Add sour flavor to enhance salty and umami flavors, while balancing 
bitterness. Try squeezing citrus over fresh-cooked lentils, or have bitter endive 
with a yogurt-based dip. 
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Want to add sour flavor? 
Citrus fruit juice like lime, lemon, or orange (orange will also add sweetness); 
vinegars like balsamic, apple cider, sherry, rice, and red wine; tomatoes; pickled 
vegetables like sauerkraut and kimchi; Granny Smith apples, cooked rhubarb, 
and cranberries can all add sour to a recipe.  

—
Bitter: Add bitterness to the mix to enhance salty and umami notes. Try seared 
bitter Brussels sprouts tossed with a miso-mustard sauce.

Want to add bitter flavor? 
Cacao and cocoa powder, coffee, dark-leafy greens like kale, grapefruit juice, 
fermented goods, dandelion greens, endive and radicchio, broccoli, and spinach 
can all add bitterness. 

—
Umami: Add umami to enhance sweetness and balance bitterness. Think 
about the deep, rich, complex flavor of a creamy mushroom soup or the 
mouth-watering flavor of charred, grilled, or roasted vegetables. 

Want to add umami flavor? 
Sea salt, soy sauce, seaweed, miso, mushrooms, lentils, and beans can add  
that earthy, weighty oomph you’re looking for.  

Lesson Actions
Taste-testing time. Let’s see how a food tastes on its own and how compliment-
ing or contrasting that flavor creates a completely different taste experience. 
Document your response in your cooking journal and if you like, share some of 
your findings with family, friends, or the course community.
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Slice one sweet, red apple of your choice.
__Plain: Try the apple by itself.
__Umami-balance: Try the apple with a drizzle of soy sauce.
__Salty balance: Try the apple with a pinch of sea salt.
Close your eyes and compare the taste difference between the soy sauce and 
salted slice. Can you feel the soy sauce slice almost fill up your mouth in a way 
the salted slice doesn’t? That’s umami.

Now let’s try with a few bitter raw broccoli florets.
__Plain: Try one floret by itself.
__Umami balance: Dip that raw floret in soy sauce.
__Salty balance: Try a floret with a pinch of sea salt.
Close your eyes and compare the taste difference between the soy sauce and 
salted floret. Can you tell that the bitterness is toned down in both instances? 
Can you detect sweetness?
__Sour balance: Now, take one floret and squeeze some sour lemon juice on it  
and taste. 
__Sour + salty balance: Now take another floret and squeeze some sour lemon 
juice on it, and a touch of salt and taste.
Notice the subtle differences. Cool, huh?  
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